
 
 

SPRING SUMMER 2012 
 
In a season defined by easy living, its effortless shapes, distinctive finishes and airy, 
tactile fabrics—Banana Republic signatures, all—occupy the focal point. A relaxed 
palette gracing endlessly versatile separates make outfitting one’s warm weather 
wardrobe a refreshingly leisurely expedition. 
 
As the seasons shift and the days grow warm, a sense of tailored ease provides a 
welcome relief for daytime wardrobes. Polished yet breezy, the new femininity revolves 
around a suite of knee-skimming hemlines and lightly structured silhouettes. Elegant 
staples from floral jacquard to subtle lace layers are made modern with clean patterns 
and a sprightly mix of hues. A silk scarf worn as a sash epitomizes this sweet 
gracefulness. Menswear echoes this buoyant perspective: Dapper madras jackets and 
double-breasted suits in summer weight wool create a mood of effortless sophistication 
while fine khaki suiting, single button blazers and dress shirts worn open at the collar 
further offer nimble options to every day attire. 
 
Modern safari continues to explore this easy dialogue between color, shape and form, 
resulting in a look that’s as refined as it is wholly authentic. Celebrating the heritage 
appeal of the indispensible khaki, the pleasingly neutral palette sweeps from olive 
cognac to bright blonde. Smart layering is perfected with cleverly proportioned 
separates: Military-inspired essentials—from cadet shirts and epaulet-accented jackets 
to patch-pocket pencil skirts—create a trim, polished uniform. Even camouflage takes a 
sophisticated turn when transformed into a lush floral print. Classic chino separates 
serve as a clean base upon which to showcase his knit ties, handsome cardigans and 
other magnet pieces. Meanwhile, her refined metallic knits and rich flashes of gold 
provide a warming hint of shimmer to these crisp, cool separates. Espadrille mules, 
ankle-strap wedges and cross-body bags allow her to embark on sun-kissed adventures 
with a sense of unencumbered ease. 
 
An inviting Rio romance sets the mood for twilight hour and warm weather-inspired 
wanderlust. Here, vibrant bursts of tropical colors including tangerine, tamarillo and 
fresh watermelon are grounded by sharp summer whites. Trim walking shorts, 
chambray sports coats, tailored cardigans and khaki suiting conjure up the kind of suave 
gentility that call for a bossa nova soundtrack. Lithe patio dresses and twist-neck halters 
offer an alluring option for festive diversions while glittering cuffs and woven accents—
from braided belts to raffia market bags—make day-to-night transitions easy to 
navigate. The picturesque tableau is framed by an air of uncomplicated sophistication—
one of the season’s most appealing charms. 


